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SGA DRAMA ʻSETTLED‛
MONDAY, MARCH 18

The Race Begins
Keyana Boka officially turns in
her application to run for SGA
president.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 27

The Debate
Cain Alvey, Keyana Boka and
Austin Wingate discussed issues
in Ransdell Hall Auditorium. The
three presidential candidates
established their campaign
platforms and answered
questions.
TUESDAY, APRIL 2

Judicial Ruling
SGA’s judicial council met
privately to address the email
graduate student Destiny
Savage sent to Honors College
students encouraging them to
vote for Boka, Brad Cockrel and
Nicki Seay. The council ruled that
this email was self-promotion
because she contacted Savage,
and she was deemed ineligible.
Boka was not present at this
closed meeting.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 3

New Ruling
Boka was present for SGA’s
second judicial council meeting.
In this particular meeting, Boka’s
candidacy was ruled as eligible.
Yet, this meeting’s ruling —
like the one that took place on
the previous day — was void
because they did not abide by
state statutes.

Bowling Green junior Keyana Boka hugs Campbellsville graduate student Katie Martin after finding out she will
remain SGA president. IAN MAULE/HERALD

What does Bailey‛s ruling
mean for the future of SGA?
TAYLOR HARRISON, ANNA ANDERSON & SARAH STUKENBORG
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

W

hen asked about the recent upheaval with WKU’s Student
Government Association’s presidential elections, President
Gary Ransdell said he stayed out of it.
Ransdell said he didn’t weigh in on Vice President for Student Affairs Howard Bailey’s decision to reinstate SGA’s President-elect Keyana Boka after she was disqualified, but that he believed
Bailey followed the SGA bylaws.
“I understand the logic of the debate,” Ransdell said. “But when it comes
down to the interpretation of the SGA bylaw, you have to draw a pretty
strict interpretation of the bylaw, and I think that’s what Vice President Bailey is doing.”
Boka’s disqualification was the ruling of
SGA’s Judicial Council after they found her
guilty of self-promotion through email, a
violation of the election code.
Section 3.8 of the code states, “No candidate shall use any mail, electronic or physical, for self-promotion during the election.”
On April 2, the first day of the elections,
the Judicial Council held a private meeting
to decide Boka’s eligibility after Destiny Savage, a graduate assistant with the Honors
College, sent out an email to honors students encouraging them to vote for honors
candidates, at Boka’s request.
During this meeting, at which Boka was
not present, she was disqualified.
The email mentioned Boka, Nicki Seay
and Brad Cockrel. Seay was running for
administrative vice president; Cockrel was
running for executive vice president.
Seay said she was unaware of Boka’s request until she saw the email. Due to this,
both Seay and Cockrel were never brought
before the Judicial Council to contest their
eligibility.
To give Boka a chance to explain herself in
person, a second closed meeting was held
on April 3, where Boka was deemed eligible.
But Cain Alvey, administrative vice president who was also running for president,
said those meetings did not comply with
Kentucky’s Open Meetings Law.
SGA Chief Justice Seth Church said the
shift in opinion between the first and second closed meeting was because Boka attended the second meeting. He said hearing

MONDAY, APRIL 8

Public Meeting
In this public forum, Boka was
disqualified on grounds of
intended self-promotion. “All
votes cast for her will be null and
void,” Seth Church, SGA’s chief
justice, said. Alvey was made the
new president-elect.
TUESDAY, APRIL 9

SGA Meeting
In a packed SGA meeting,
Church read a memorandum
from Vice President for Student
Affairs Howard Bailey after
Boka asked for an appeal. This
memorandum reinstated Boka
as president-elect.
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Boka’s side of the story might have swayed
the vote.
The final Judicial Council meeting was
held Monday and was open to the public.
The council gave their final opinion, that
Boka was disqualified from the election by a
3-2 vote — making Alvey the new presidentelect of SGA.
“I feel like the third meeting we held, both
parties were there, everything was held as it
should have been and I think that the decision that came out of that is the most accurate reflection of the opinion of the Judicial
Council,” Church said.
Twenty-four hours later at SGA’s weekly
meeting, a memorandum from Bailey reinstated Boka.
A precedent
Ransdell said this is the first time he can
recall a judicial decision from the SGA being
overturned by an administrator. But, he said
SEE SGA PAGE 2
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SGA

SGA ELECTION RESULTS

CONTINUED FROM FRONT

there have been other problems.
“We’ve had student body presidents
that have been asked to step aside,”
Ransdell said.
For example, former SGA Presidents
Robert Watkins and Johnathon Boles
both resigned from their posts.
In fall 2006, Watkins resigned from
SGA because student senators thought
he wasn’t fulfilling his presidential duties, according to a Herald article of that
year.
Charley Pride, director of Student Activities, said Watkins narrowly avoided
impeachment.
“We came really close, actually,” Pride
said. “We had a group of students that
tion that we can’t have everybody just
wanted to impeach a presiplay fairly and listen to, you
dent, and the president quit
know, what’s supposed to be
before that happened.”
the final word, whatever that
Boles resigned in January
may be,” she said.
2009. In his letter of resignaMark Reeves, SGA’s execution to SGA, Boles said he was
tive
vice president-elect, also
facing, “several personal and
said
Bailey’s memorandum
health related issues” that
was
unwelcome.
wouldn’t allow him to con“Honestly, it was very distinue his term.
turbing
to me for university
Pride said that not fulfilling
administration,
an official in
academic requirements was
KEYONA BOKA university administration, to
a factor in Boles’ resignation.
SGA
essentially, enter into or you
With the knowledge of SGA’s
president-elect
know, intrude onto SGA deoccasional issues, Boka said
liberation,” he said. “I think
her situation could have been
that sets a really bad precworse.
edent.”
“There have been even
Reeves said he would have
messier situations with elecfelt
the same way regardless
tions that have happened in
of
which
presidential candithe past,” she said.
date won — even though he
Yet, SGA President Cory
was Alvey’s running mate.
Dodds said an administraAlvey originally made the
tor making the final decision
decision
to file an appeal
about the next president-elect
against
Boka
upon hearing
sets a “dangerous precedent.”
about the email that the HonThe reaction
CAIN ALVEY
ors College sent out, before
Church said he was disapCurrent
the election results were repointed and surprised with
SGA AVP
vealed.
Bailey’s decision to intervene.
“I believed that it was a violation of
“Howard is the vice president of Student Affairs, and the SGA is a branch the election codes, and I wanted to
of Student Affairs,” he said. “But I think ensure that the presidential election
with the SGA as a student organization, was fair and according to the election
we should be trusted enough to make codes,” Alvey said.
He said the whole experience has
responsible decisions…based on our
been stressful for many of the memown rules.”
Louisville sophomore Laura Harper, bers of SGA.
“It’s been very stressful, and I’m sure
an SGA senator-at-large, said she wasn’t
sure why the Judicial Council’s third, it has been for Keyana as well,” he said.
“My main reason for doing all this was
and final, decision wasn’t respected.
“It hurts our integrity as an organiza- to make sure the election was fair, and

But I think with the SGA
as a student organization,
we should be trusted
enough to make responsible
decisions... based on our own rules.
SETH CHURCH, CHIEF JUSTICE OF SGA

the best way to do that was to bring up natures on the petition.
the issue to judicial.”
“The petition was started basically
But Alvey said he still plans to stay because this wasn’t the first attack on
involved with SGA in every way that he her from Cain and other people in the
can.
administration,” Martin said.
“I still have two years left
She said SGA members had
at WKU, and I want to do all
tried to discredit Boka before,
that I can to help the student
but there was overwhelming
body during those two years,”
student support in Boka’s fahe said.
vor.
Bailey said he made the de“So I wanted to be able to
cision to overturn the judicial
walk into senate with physical
students of SGA because it is
evidence of what the students
his responsibility as the offiwanted, to give me a greater
cial advisor of SGA.
argument to urge the senaAlthough Bailey said he
tors to do the impeachment,”
CORY DODDS
knew all three presidential
Martin said.
Current SGA
candidates, it absolutely did
Dodds said there was an inPresident
not have an influence on his
dividual member of the execudecision to overrule the juditive board that took issue with
cial students.
Boka’s campaign, but he said it
He also said there have
was never the position of the
been similar situations to this
executive board to affect the
one with SGA in the past.
campaign of any candidate.
“I’ve encountered some disThe future
putes over some elections,”
While Boka’s supporters
Bailey said.
were rallying to her defense,
One of those disputes was
Boka said she was nervous
over a past policy that the
about what Bailey’s memoranpresidential candidate of SGA
dum would reveal. She knew a
had to also be a Kentucky resdecision had been made, but
ident in order to be a student HOWARD BAILEY she wasn’t sure what that was
VP for
regent. The laws have since
prior to Tuesday’s meeting.
Student
Affairs
changed.
“The outcome of the April
Taking sides
2-3 election produced Ms.
Although Dodds said he
Boka as the majority vote getremained neutral during these judicial ter and, therefore, is the SGA President
hearings, he supported Alvey during at WKU for the 2013-2014 school year,”
his campaign.
stated Bailey’s memorandum.
“I’m not the first president to not be
“It was very relieving because, I mean,
impartial,” Dodds said.
it’s been very emotionally draining —
Before the memorandum was read the whole process,” Boka said. “So it was
reinstating Boka, she said many stu- really good to hear. Really good news. I
dents reached out and supported her. was really grateful.”
Some of them told her they were comAfter the events of this week, SGA is
ing to Tuesday’s meeting.
ready to move forward and Boka said
“People I don’t even know came up she is looking to the future.
throughout the day and were like, ‘5
“My hope is that things will gradually
o’clock right?’ And I was like, ‘Yeah!’” return to normal,” she said. “I know a
Boka said. “A lot of people I didn’t hear lot of people lost credibility in SGA. Our
about came. A lot of friends came, and image definitely needs fixing after this.”
just like classmates — anyone. People I
Seay said SGA can now focus on the
didn’t know, you know, knew about it, students.
and it was great.”
“We can just try to serve them as best
One of her supporters, Campbells- we can and kind of keep them in the
ville graduate student Katie Martin, forefront of our mind,” she said. “And I
an SGA senator, started a petition the believe if we establish that good repunight Boka was disqualified to impeach tation of doing what we say we do and
Alvey. She said that at the time Boka working to serve the students, then you
was reinstated, there were about 80 sig- know, that’s going to come full circle.”

REACTIONS TO #SGA

@SirMisfitPanda

@JayBeckner

@coalitionzine

I‛m so glad the action to
disqualify Keyana Boka
was overturned and we
have a female in power!
#justiceforboka
#wku
5:46 p.m., April 9, 2013

Excited for President
Boka! Congrats (again)!
#JusticeforBoka
4:13 p.m., April 9, 2013

Come to the SGA meeting tonight and let your
voice be heard. Let them
know we are tired of being ignored. #47percent
#justiceforBoka
2:57 p.m., April 9, 2013

@alexjacobs92

@hilcarhar

@BrianaEden

I agree that there should
be #justiceforboka,
namely, disqualification
1:17 p.m., April 10, 2013

And then there was
#justiceforboka #wku
5:22 p.m., April 9, 2013

Ignoring the 47%? That
sounds familiar. #justiceforboka #romneymuch
11:45 a.m., April 9, 2013

For more SGA coverage and other breaking news, visit

WKUHERALD.com
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to bee or not to bee
Club members learn the benefits of beekeeping
LIZ GEIMAN
DIVERSIONS@WKUHERALD.COM

As life in the spring begins to
buzz, so do the hundreds of thousands of bees at WKU’s Agriculture Farm as Big Red Beekeepers
begins its first spring season.
WKU’s first beekeeping club,
which officially formed in Fall
2012 and boasts eight to 12 members, started as a project of faculty
member John Pace. Pace was a
graduate student in the agriculture department last year and
took on the project as a part of
his degree program for two years.
Pace applied for a grant which
supplied money for the project to
become a sponsored club.
Jacob Osborne, an Owensboro
agriculture senior at WKU and
president of the club, said that
he talked to Pace multiple times
about starting the club, and
thought it was a good idea. Osborne, 23, has been keeping bees
since he was eight years old, and
wanted to share the importance
of beekeeping.
“Our objective is to teach students the importance of honeybees,” he said. “One-third of (the
nation’s) food is pollinated by the
honeybee.”
Helping to promote the education about bees is the club’s
initial sponsor, Walker T. Kelley
Company. The company donated the hive boxes, veils, gloves
and smokers (the devices used
to calm the bees when handling
the active hives). The club also
purchases its bees from Walker T.
Kelley, and recently set up 10 new
hives with thousands of bees.

Big Red Beekeepers’ vice president, WKU senior Holly Young,
has also kept bees for most of
her life, and worked to expand
the club’s membership from
within the agriculture major to
every major and age. Young, 27 of
Scottsville, tells potential members that bees create more than
just honey, which can be marketable from people with allergies to
people obsessed with cosmetics.
They provide honey, wax, propolis, which is used in cosmetics
like lip balm, and pollen which
(when consumed) can build antibodies to offset allergies. As a
pollinator, the honeybee is a valuable asset economically, Osborne
said.
Young and Osborne that the
average age of beekeepers in the
nation is 51-75 years old. By sharing the uses and value of the bees,
the club hopes to make the average age younger.
“We see a younger population
of beekeepers encouraging older
beekeepers to use technology,”
she said. “(It’s) making it cooler to
the younger group.”
Reducing allergies was a main
reason that WKU graduate student Aldious Waite joined the
club. Waite, a native of Negril,
Jamaica, said that spring in Kentucky sets off allergies. He said
“the solution is eating honey.” As
far as his prescription, Waite said
“so far, so good.”
Although there are health benefits to consuming what the bees
create in the club, Waite likes
more than just alleviating his
sniffles.
“I’m glad that it’s not in a classroom that we meet,” he said.

John Pace (right), manufacturing and support specialist for WKU, pulls out an example of
a healthy bee colony to show new members of Big Red Beekeepers after new packages of
bees were transferred to fresh hives. Jeff Motorfield (left), and Pace serve as advisors for the
beekeeping club. BRITTANY SOWACKE/HERALD
Most of the club’s meetings are
informal gatherings to check on
the bees at the farm to make sure
that the hives are healthy.
A sense of community is strong
among beekeepers, and is true
for the club as well. Sharing a passion for bees and what they provide unites veil-wearing, honey
lovers everywhere.
“We’re like a family now,” said
Pace.
For more information about Big
Red Beekeepers, visit their Facebook page: “Big Red Beekeepers,” or email Bigredbeekeepers@
gmail.com.

Louisville senior Meg Kennedy and Louisville senior
Tracy Jo Ingram hold a drone bee. All drones are male,
do not have stingers and are easy to handle. BRITTANY
SOWACKE/HERALD

WKUPD makes emergency plan
in case of a shooter on campus
The deaths of 26 people, many of
them children, at Sandy Hook Elementary School in Newtown, Conn., served
as a grim reminder for many of the
threat of gun violence.
Sandy Hook and other recent shootings didn’t go unnoticed by President
Gary Ransdell either, and he asked for
an answer as to what WKU’s response
to an active shooter on campus would
be.
“Given a lot that has happened in
schools and college campuses recently…I wanted our police department to
assure us that we are prepared,” Ransdell said.
WKU Police Chief Robert Deane provided both an answer and assurance
at WKU’s Board of Regents Committee
Meeting on March 29.
“Years ago, prior to Columbine, the
school of thought in policing was you
surround a building, you contain it,
and you wait for the SWAT team or
whoever you call to come in and do

whatever they need to do,” Deane said. where they are, or to evacuate the
“Of course, that has changed now. area, he said. Deane said the alerts in
The expectation now is you go in with a shooter scenario or any developing
whatever you have available as quickly crime situation are a challenge.
“We are limited in the number of
as you can and resolve the situation.”
Deane said an immediate response characters we can use in a text meswith on-hand police officers, whether sage,” he said. “We can’t get real specific and get long
from WKUPD or
winded, we have
Bowling
Green
Police
Depart- whether you got to be very succinct and to the
ment, is now the
a water gun, a
point. That’s why
official policy of
WKU in dealing
bb gun, or a real we may send out
than one
with the threat of
gun — we take it more
message…we
an active shooter
try to update the
on campus.
seriously.
campus with a
“It helped give
newer set.”
the board and
— Robert Deane
Students don’t
the administraWKU Police Chief
see text alerts
tion
assurance
more often bethat such matters
would be dealt with thoughtfully and cause of their intended purpose – they
are for emergencies only.
decisively,” Ransdell said.
Text alerts would be used to alert stu“Here’s the balance we have to have,”
dents to an active shooter situation, Deane said. “If you do text message too
and, according to the specific scenario, often, then nobody pays any attention
give instructions as to what students, to it, they say ‘Ah, here we go again.’ So
faculty and staff on campus should do. we try to save it for situations that are
Students may be advised to stay really critical and really not an everyday

“

Reports

• Freshman Amber Toomer,
Pearce Ford Tower, reported the
theft of items from her dorm
room on April 10. The estimated
value of the stolen items is $400.
• Freshman Perry Valentine Jr.,
PFT, reported his backpack and
its contents stolen from the Preston Center basketball courts on
April 8. The estimated value of
the stolen items is $418.
• Cadiz junior Ezekiel Wright

reported his backpack and its
contents stolen from the Preston
Center swimming pool on April
8. The estimated value of the stolen items is $283.
Arrests
• Police arrested sophomore
Patrick Neumann, Zacharias
Hall, for DUI, possession of marijuana and possession of drug
paraphernalia on April 9.

occurrence. When you get a text message, you know something is going on.”
An active shooter on campus is a serious matter, so serious that Deane said
WKUPD takes incidents involving fake
weapons, such as an April 3 report of
an unnamed student shooting out a
window with a BB gun on campus, very
seriously.
“Whether you got a water gun, a BB
gun, or a real gun – we take it seriously,”
Deane said. “Somebody may not know
that’s a water gun, somebody may not
know that’s a BB gun and take it for a
real gun or then pull out a real gun. So
we take each and every one of those situations seriously. We don’t blow it off.”
Deane said keeping officers trained in
the latest police methods and equipped
with the latest resources will also help
the WKUPD in responding not only
to the threat of an active shooter on
campus but to any immediate campus
emergency.
“It’s something we hope and pray
never occurs, but in the event it does,
we’ve prepared our officers to deal with
that, should it happen,” he said.

Corrections
Due to a Herald error, the Student Government Association was said to have
elected 29 senators in its last election in an
article on Page 2 of last Friday’s issue.
The article should have said SGA elected
26 senators. The Herald regrets the error.
The College Heights Herald corrects all
confirmed errors that are brought to reporters’ or editors’ attention. Please call
745-6011 or 745-5044 to report a correction, or email us at editor@wkuherald.com.

WKUHERALD.com

Crime reports

“

CAMERON KOCH
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
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Opinion
SPECIAL EDITORIAL

Student government association

Administration shouldn’t have spoken for student body
THE ISSUE: After the Student Government Association Judicial Council disqualified president-elect Keyana Boka for using electronic mail for self-promotion
during the election, vice president of Student Affairs
Howard Bailey reinstated her.
OUR STANCE: Bailey is an administrator and should not
be making final calls for student-run organizations.

S

urely by now we realize that it is wrong to assume
that there are only two sides to every issue.
In the case of the recent chaos surrounding this year's
SGA executive vice president and current presidentelect Boka, there are definitely at least two sides to the
issue.
Before the election was over on April 2, the Judicial
Council disqualified Boka. Then on April 3, the Council
held another meeting, which Boka was able to attend
and explain herself. After that meeting, they changed
their original ruling of disqualification. After Administrative Vice President Cain Alvey, also a presidential candidate, said that neither of those meetings was in accordance with Kentucky’s Open Meetings law, the Council
held a public meeting on April 8. In that meeting, they
disqualified Boka again. That was their final opinion.
On April 9, Bailey sent a memorandum to SGA declaring that Boka would be president.
Consider this one more side to the story.
Whether Bailey’s decision was right or wrong is not the
concern. Whether the SGA’s decision was right or wrong
is not the concern. The concern is that a university administrator stepped in to make a decision for an organi-

zation with “student” in its name. An organization that
is supposed to be of the students, by the students and
for the students.
SGA’s website states that it “believes that each student
has a vital opinion and voice, and the organization is
fully committed to serving these students.” If the student body disagrees with the organization’s decision
— whatever that decision may be — the student body
should be the one to speak up and work to change
something it sees as unjust.
Judging by the hoard of students who attended Tuesday night’s meeting at which SGA announced Boka’s
reinstatement as president-elect, the student body was
attempting to make sure its voice was heard.
Even if the administration thought students were getting their feelings hurt or that students’ conduct was
immature or unbecoming of a Hilltopper, it was not the
administration’s role to step in like a concerned parent
between two feuding children.
Furthermore, if the administration truly does believe
that it has helped mold its students into the kind of
adults they should be, then the administration would
have known that the students — from whichever side —
would ultimately make the call they thought was best.
The students were doing exactly what they should
have been doing Tuesday night: getting involved in campus politics and speaking out when they have a grievance
against their government. Had Bailey/WKU’s administration not stepped in, perhaps the students’ voices might
have succeeded in carrying out their mission.
This editorial represents the majority opinion of the
Herald's 11-member editorial board.

COMMENTARY

SGA not true represention of federal government

To say that I was shocked and appalled at the disqualification of Keyana
Boka as president-elect for WKU’s Student Government Association would
be a severe understatement. I know
that Miss Boka did not intentionally or
unintentionally violate any SGA election campaigning rules. That however,
is not the main cause of my current
disgust with the SGA Judicial Council
ruling. I have been under the false impression that I attended an “American
University with International Reach”
where “The Spirit Makes the Master.” I
would think that our Student Government Association would be the epitome of these university mottos. I do not
find this to currently be the case. The
SGA judicial council has violated one
of the most basic rights every American

citizen has, the right the 5th Amend- true representation of the student body
ment of the United States promises,
and model the federal government of
“…nor shall any person be subject for the United States, the first place they
the same offense to be twice
should start is with the Bill
put in jeopardy of life or
of Rights. They should not
limb…”
violate these rights we find
Many people do not resacred and try someone
alize it, but Miss Boka was
again for their previously
previously tried and found
pardoned offenses.
innocent for this exact same
In light of this breech of
offense on Wednesday night
rights, I do not consider the
of the SGA elections, April
SGA judicial committee to
3, 2013. The SGA judicial
be aligned with the foundcouncil was quick to prove
ing principles it takes for a
her innocent of all offenses
college to be considered an
SUZANNE SCOTT
during this official meeting Henderson junior American University with
held by the personal request
American Values.
of presidential candidate, Cain Alvey.
Mr. Alvey was quoted by the WKU
Mr. Alvey himself chose not to attend College Heights Herald as saying Keythis meeting. If SGA is supposed to be a ana Boka’s alleged email “violated the
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spirit of the election rules.” I find it a
more serious offense to violate the spirit of American freedoms and rights that
are guaranteed to all citizens. Mr. Alvey
may wish to consult his own intentions
when it comes to the spirit of the election and wanting to win it the honest
way; by earning the respect of his fellow WKU students, which he obviously
failed to do. At WKU we believe that the
“Spirit Makes the Master.” The person’s
spirit who has the student body’s best
interests in mind should be entrusted
to the SGA presidential office, not the
person’s spirit who has to twist the truth
to remotely have a chance at achieving
such an honored position.

VOICE YOUR OPINION
Opinion 270.745.4874
opinion@wkuherald.com

The Herald encourages
readers to write letters and
commentaries on topics of
public interest. Here are a few
guidelines:
1. Letters shouldn't exceed
250 words. Commentaries
should be about 500 words
and include a picture.
2. Originality counts. Please
don't submit plagiarized
work.
3. For verification, letters and

Suzanne Scott
Henderson junior

commentaries MUST include
your name, phone number,
home town and classification
or title.
4. Letters may not run in every
edition due to space.
5. The Herald reserves the
right to edit all letters for style,
grammar, length and clarity.
The Herald does NOT print
libelous submissions.
6. Submissions must be
received by 7 p.m. on Sunday
and Wednesday.

DISCLAIMER: The opinions expressed in this newspaper DO NOT reflect those of Western Kentucky University's employees or of its administration.
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T a k eF oAr G oBo drn ees saSka k e !
CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Sales Manager: Ashley Edwards
Classified Design Manager: Julia Hartz

HELP WANTED
Cash Connection
Part-time, about 10 hours per week. Flexible,
must have working knowledge of computers and
social media.
Call (270) 792-9497

FOR RENT
Small cottage for rent
Living room, bedroom, combination kitchen, 1
bath. 8 blocks from WKU. $350/mo plus deposit
and some utilities.
796-7949
Note to Readers: The College Heights Herald screens ads for misleading
or false claims but cannot guarantee any ad or claim. Please use caution
when answering ads, especially when asked to send money or provide
credit card information. The College Heights Herald is not responsible
for the content or validity of these paid classiﬁed ads.

Tuesday's Crossword Solution

Tuesday's Sudoku Solutions

Across
1 Pink drink, briefly
6 Arson aftermath
9 Hutt crime lord of
sci-fi
14 According to
15 Grazing area
16 Light purple
17 O'Neill drama
set in Harry Hope's
saloon
20 Tailor's target
21 Many a Beethoven
sonata ender
22 Popeye's __' Pea
23 Jabber on and on
24 __ in November
25 Likable prez
27 More than feasts
(on)
28 With 30-Across,
drama based on '70s
presidential interviews
30 See 28-Across
32 Aspiring doc's
course
33 Walked alongside
one's master
35 On the Pacific
36 Fertilizable cells
38 "Just __!": "Be
right there!"
40 Drama about
Henry II and Eleanor
of Aquitaine
45 "Friendly skies" co.
46 Greatly feared
47 Comstock Lode find
48 Fred of "My
Cousin Vinny"
50 Oozed
52 With 54-Across,
"Viva La Vida" rock
group, and what 17-,
28-/30- and
40-Across each is?
54 See 52-Across
55 Pottery "pet"
58 Smooth transition
60 Pastoral poem
64 Invisible vibes
65 More than most
66 Wine tasting criterion
67 Quilting parties
68 Corrida cheer
69 Neuter, horsewise

wkuherald.com

Down
1 Slyly spiteful
2 Irish actor Milo
3 Say what you will
4 Golda of Israel
5 "The Lord of the
Rings" baddie
6 Answering the
penultimate exam
question, say
7 Actor Connery
8 How lovers walk
9 "Jersey Girl" actress,
to fans
10 Goals
11 Emulated Mt. St.
Helens?
12 With __ breath:
expectantly
13 Pains' partner
18 Answering
machine button
19 Journalist Roberts

@CollFballQuest Just had a
conversation about installing
a ski lift at #wku from bottom
to top of campus.... #greatidea-sent 4/10

Android App

iPhone App
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24 Name, in Nîmes
26 Program file suffix
29 Not counterfeit
31 "The Good Earth"
mother
32 "Nonsense!"
34 Tractor manufacturer
35 Give __: yank
37 By way of
39 Believability on
the street, slangily
41 Driver's license fig.
42 Threat words
43 Actor Snipes
44 Thought
49 "March Madness"
games, informally
51 Sizing up
53 "Whip It" band
54 Like the driven snow

55 Red wine choice,
for short
56 Tint
57 Wrath
59 Salon goop
61 Mommy deer
62 Initials on L'Homme
fragrance
63 Took the reins

GO
TOPS!

@Michael_Cheser It̓s so
nice out. I am sweating I almost forgot what that was
like lol. This weather puts
me in a much better mood.
#wku-sent 4/10
@Farmer405 Props to
Topnet for actually not crashing this morning. #wku - sent
4/10
@TheBethTruax I think the
entire SGA system needs
to be reevaluated and overhauled. #wku - sent 4/9
@JessicaAngelly So #WKU
is going to win the championship next year right?
#KeepItInTheState - sent 4/8

Good luck to the
WKU baseball
team against
Troy
tonight
at 6pm!
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Augenstein Alumni Center grand opening today
TYLER PROCHAZKA
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

After years of planning and
18 months of construction,
WKU will open the doors to a
place both current and former
students can call home.
Today, the Augenstein Alumni Center will have its grand
opening ceremony, complete
with a ribbon-cutting in the
afternoon and a party tonight.
Kathryn Costello, vice president for Development and
Alumni Relations, said the
ceremony is meant to be a celebration of the new building.
Around 300 people are expected to attend.
“They can gather with old
friends and new friends,”
Costello said.
Donald Smith, the executive
director of Alumni Relations
and president of the College
Heights Foundation, said the
idea for the building came
from suggestions from WKU
alumni.
“There were hundreds, if not
thousands, of individuals who
made this a reality,” Smith said
The purpose of the new
Alumni Center is to have a
building for alumni when they
come back to campus, Costello said.
It will also house alumni
administrative services and
a museum, and university
events will be held in the center’s ballroom.
Campus tours will also begin
from the new building.
“It will be a lovely place for
them to see what a great pro-

gram exists for alumni after
they graduate,” Costello said.
Some of the programs offered for alumni include the
“alumni college,” which is a
week’s worth of courses taught
by WKU faculty.
The new center will also
likely facilitate networking between WKU alumni for career
opportunities in the future,
Costello said.
Smith said there are currently around 100,000 WKU alumni around the world who all
could be part of the network.
“There are very unique
things throughout the building that will instill that sense of
pride,” Smith said.
For alumni who graduated
50 years ago, the center will
also host the Golden Anniversary club.
“We don’t want students after they walk across the stage
to forget about their alma mater,” Smith said.
The ceremony will begin
with a small private gathering of donors who have given
around $10,000 or more for
the center early this morning,
Costello said.
Costello said the $8 million
building was a “reflection of
private gifts,” with $5.6 million
raised from private individuals.
The WKU Foundation and
DELO leased the rest of the
funds, which will be completed over 30 years.
“The donors are really the
ones presenting it to the university,” Costello said.

Workers prepare the atrium of the Augenstein Alumni Center for the center’s grand opening today.
The $8 million dollar Center has been under construction since mid-2011.
BRANDON CARTER/HERALD

The Bowling Green Downtown Development Authority
also collaborated, by suggesting the building be constructed closer to downtown to connect the university to the city,
Costello said.
The Alumni Center is part
of a larger plan for that area
to connect WKU to Bowling
Green. Some of the suggestions include a new store, restaurant, hotel and a new building for the Gordon Ford
College of Business, Costello
said.

“It is the university moving
closer into town,” Costello
said.
Now that the center is completed, Smith said it will help
“instill the WKU spirit” in current and past WKU students,
and give alumni a central location on campus.
“Now there is a place on campus for them to call home,”
Smith said.
However, Smith emphasized
that the new Alumni Center is
not just for alumni to enjoy.
“While it has Alumni Center

in the name, it is a place for everyone in the Hilltopper family,” Smith said.
President Gary Ransdell will
be at the celebration at 2 p.m.,
as well as a donors luncheon
before that.
“I think this is a wonderful
moment for the university,” he
said. “Our alumni have come
together to build a facility
for the university and for our
alumni and finally, our alumni
will have a proper home on
the WKU campus and I think
it’s great.”

Students hold event to encourage bone marrow donations
People using the Preston Center
Wednesday to build their own bodies
had a chance to be a help to others’
bodies.
“College-age students have the best
bone marrow,”Cincinnati senior Katie
DiTommaso, who helped organize the
event, said.
WKU’s Fellowship of Christian Athletes worked with the organization Delete Blood Cancer to put students on
the bone marrow registry. Those participating needed to fill out paperwork
and swab the inside of their mouths.
The organizers hope they can find
matches for patients who need bone
marrow transplants.
For DiTommaso, the motivation was

a personal one.
“It was not fun to sit in a hospital bed
“Back at my home parish, we have a for six hours and have to use a bedpan
parishioner who needed a bone mar- and to be stuck to needles,” she said.
row transplant,” she said. “UnfortuBut the tradeoff was worth the trounately my twin and I
ble, Hawtrey said.
could not participate
“It was really exI just
because we’re not elciting because I was
wanted the
igible. We both have
able to hold the cells
opportunity
a rare blood disease
in my hand and
that prohibits us
know that the pato save a life
from participating,
tient was going to
if i can.
and therefore we
get them the next
were like, ‘Okay, how
day,” she said.
— Heather Boyan
else can we make a
The
potential
difference?’”
Munster, Ind., sophomore donors who were
One of the volunswabbed Wednesteers at this search for bone marrow day, such as Munster, Ind., sophomore
matches was a donor herself. Union Heather Boyan, were also happy about
junior Samantha Hawtrey described the opportunity the event provided.
the donation process as “kind of like
“I just wanted the opportunity to save
donating blood for six hours.”
a life if I can,” Boyan said.

“

“

MITCHELL GROGG
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

She also noted she wanted to see
more people put themselves on the
registry.
“I just think it’s important to get as
many people as we can to try to donate
or see if they’re able to donate,” she
said.
The potentially large pool of people
who could help served as a motivator
for DiTommaso.
“Just knowing that there are so many
people out there just waiting for someone to be the match for them to save
their life really motivates me,” she said.
And even for someone like Hawtrey,
who has already donated once despite
the inconveniences that come with the
donation, she said she would repeat
her donation.
“It was so worth it,” Hawtrey said. “I
would do it again in a heartbeat.”

More stories, photo galleries
and Topper sports coverage

WKUHERALD.com
The Skate Box
Get 1$ with your WKU ID!
Fraternities and
Sororities welcome!

“BIG RED SKATING”

18+ nights every Thursday
April 4th - 25th (6-8)
We do Private Parties!

@wkuherald
506 Three Springs Rd Bowling Green, KY 42104 270-843-3395 www.skatebox2.com

2450 NASHVILLE ROAD
HOME OF THE

BIG RED ROOM
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BIG SCREEN TVs!
BEER SPECIALS!

PROUD COOL RANCH
TO SUPPORT

WKU

DORITOS LOCOS TACOS

MTN DEW 1802 Russellville Rd.
®
™

BAJA BLAST FREEZE
LIVE MÁS

2460 Nashville Rd.
2628 Scottsville Rd.
1162 W. 31 Bypass
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PHOTOS BY
BRITTANY
SOWACKE

Still in
kentucky
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The University of Louisville's men's basketball
team won the 2013 National Championship last
Monday in Atlanta. The game held special meaning for WKU students who hail from Louisville.
Hilligans was the destination spot as students
watched the Lousiville squad in anticipation. The
team would go on to beat the University of Michigan 82-76, the school's third national championship in school history and first since 1986.

Top: Louisville junior David Mauser holds his hands nervously
behind his head during the first half of the NCAA Champsionship
game. Left: Reveling in the victory, Louisville juniors Jordan
Kassel and Simon Lutes embrace on the porch of Hilligans
moments after the University of Louisville Men's Basketball NCAA
Championship win over Michigan.

Louisville senior Cece Peck (left) and junior Melanie Anderson, chant for the Cardinals to win over Michigan in the NCAA Championship on Monday.
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W

is for

wOW

AZ

WKU

from

to

Each Friday, the College
Heights Herald brings you
a story inspired by a letter
of the alphabet.

World of Warcraft gives students escape
TREY CRUMBIE
DIVERSIONS@WKUHERALD.COM

When most people think of World of
Warcraft, they think of an online video
game and nothing more.
However, experiences within the
game can vary depending on how you
play it.
Louisville sophomore Max Wade,
a 19-year-old psychology major, is a
player of WoW.
Wade said there is a bit of a stigma towards WoW players.
“There’s always the jokes about the
basement dwellers and things like
that,” Wade said.
Wade said WoW is a massively multiplayer online role-playing game or
MMORPG for short.
“Which basically means you get
to create a character and play with a
bunch of other player-made characters
in a fantasy world,” Wade said.
Wade said he had played WoW since
his sophomore year in high school. He
initially got into WoW through a family
friend and picked it back up during his
freshman year in college to play with
his girlfriend.
Wade said the activities you can do in
WoW vary.
“One of my friends spends a lot of
his time fighting other players online,”
Wade said. “I tend to just explore, do
quests and kill monsters.”
Wade said playing with other people

makes WoW fun.
“I think the big thing is just getting
together and playing with a bunch of
people and taking on these giant monsters as a group,” Wade said. “It makes
you feel bigger than what you are.”
Wade said within WoW there is a
mix of players that get together called
guilds.
“They help each other out with
quests, raids and even giving each
other money and stuff like that,” Wade
said. “Kind of like an in-game community. Like a family.”
Mammoth Cave freshman Nick
Leber, a 20-year-old computer science
major, is also a player of WoW and is a
member of a guild.
Leber said his experiences in WoW
have connected him to different people
such as schoolteachers and lawyers.
“I’ve played with a little bit of everything,” Leber said. “You’ll be surprised.”
Louisville sophomore Delvon Mattingly, a 19-year-old nursing major, is a
former player of WoW.
Mattingly said a WoW account costs
15 dollars a month, but extra costs can
occur such as the purchase of expansion packs.
“It adds up, plus the 15 bucks a
month,” Mattingly said. “It really does
add up.”
Mattingly, who played in high school,
said he tried to get back into WoW his
freshman year, but couldn’t continue
playing.

Mammoth Cave sophomore Nick Leber has been playing World of Warcraft nearly
every day for six years. “A friend told me about the game at lunch, so I checked it
out,” Leber said. “I was hooked immediately.” KATIE MCLEAN/HERALD
“It just wasn’t as enticing as it used to
be.”
Mattingly said a combination of factors made him quit.
“I quit because of financial issues and
while I played in high school, I wasn’t
getting much work done,” Mattingly
said.
Leber said he and his guild do not get

too consumed in WoW because they
put their real life priorities first.
“We all play for a hobby,” Leber said.
“We don’t yell and scream and we’re not
crazy about it.”
Leber said he is far from being addicted from WoW.
“You can’t let a video game get in the
way of your real life.”

GOLF

Lady Toppers are headed to SBC Championship
ANDREW WEIGEL
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

The WKU women’s golf team is looking to claim the Sun Belt Conference
Championship in Muscle Shoals, Ala.,
next week.
The tournament kicks off on Monday

and lasts until Wednesday.
Coach Ron Burchett said he has been
pleased with his team’s performance so
far this season, despite playing through
troubling weather for much of the season.
“We’ve had some rough weather this
year, making it tough to practice due to

field conditions,” he said.
Multiple tournaments the Lady Toppers have taken part in have been cut
short due to bad weather this season.
At the Lower Country Intercollegiate
on March 25 in Hilton Head, S.C., the
event was shortened to just one round
due to weather conditions.
Coming off a finish where they tied
for seventh place in the Lower Country Intercollegiate, the Lady Toppers
are hoping for better weather for the
conference tournament on Monday,
and Burchett is confident with the five
players he has decided to send to the
tournament.
Three of the five players have already
played the course at Muscle Shoals,
and Burchett believes that gives WKU
an advantage.
Senior Kelsey Burrell will provide
a veteran presence, and sophomore
April Butler will look to improve on her
14th-place finish at the Lower Country
Intercollegiate. She and senior teammate Dawn Wientjes shot 83 in the
single-round event.
Sophomore Kate Larimore and freshmen Michaela Bordeianu and Ellinor

Haag will also represent WKU in the
event.
Haag and Bordeianu are from Sweden and are the first international players in program history. Haag posted a
career-best final round 69 at the 2013
Edwin Watts/Kiawah Island Classic on
March 5. Bordeianu finished in a tie
for 11th place at the Blue Raider Invitational in October, a career best.
As for the competition, Burchett said
he has been impressed with the conference as a whole, but in particular with
Florida International University.
“They have had a very strong season,”
Burchett said. “They actually have seven girls in the top 10 in scoring average
in the conference.”
Burchett said he’s also been impressed with Middle Tennessee State
and looks forward to seeing what new
Sun Belt Conference member Georgia
State has to offer.
He said he is optimistic about the
conference championship and looks
forward to trying to win before WKU
moves to Conference USA in 2014.
“We’d like to win one here before we
leave the Sun Belt,” he said.

BASEBALL

Myers said he’s hoping to pick up a
few wins this weekend to stay hot as
the season starts to wind down. The
Toppers are a little more than a month
away from the Sun Belt Conference
Tournament, which starts on May 22.
“In college baseball, momentum is
contagious,” the coach said. “They
say hitting is contagious — so is momentum and we’ve really had good
momentum on the weekends. Now,
they’re starting to believe and get that
attitude.”

CONTINUED FROM SPORTS
the lead in the Sun Belt and feature senior infielder Logan Pierce, who Myers said could be the best hitter in the
whole league.
Pierce leads the conference in hits
with 53 on the year. Troy junior infielders Tyler Vaughn and Danny Collins
rank second and third in the conference in hits with 51 and 47, respectively.

CRUCE
CONTINUED FROM SPORTS
kind of do stand on the plate, but recently I’ve backed off. Sometimes I still
get hit.”
Though Cruce leads the Lady Toppers
in getting hit, she also leads the team in
batting average (.365) and overall hits
(38) this season. She said staying calm
and confident is key to her well-rounded offensive game.
“Just being relaxed and having confidence,” Cruce said. “Like positive
thoughts. I even do that for other batters. I try to think positive for them, and
it usually works.”
Cruce was recently named Sun Belt
Conference Player of the Week after
WKU notched a series victory over
No. 23 South Alabama. Cruce said the
honor was just a stepping stone for her
future success.

“I was really excited about that, because that’s the first time,” she said. “I
just want to reach different goals for my
four years, and that’s just one step.”
WKU (22-13, 9-3) sits in second place
in the Sun Belt and is looking to carry
momentum into the weekend for a series with Louisiana-Monroe.
“Momentum-wise, I think we need
to keep playing team ball,” Cruce said.
“For myself, just stay where I am right
now because I’ve been doing really
well.”
As for Cruce, Perry said there’s a lot
more in store for the sophomore leadoff batter in her next two years with the
Lady Toppers.
“I think the sky is the limit for Preslie,”
Perry said. “I think she can be and do
anything she wants in this game…The
more that she experiences and matures
because she is so young, the better allaround player we’re going to see on the
field.”
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Football notebook: Offense still learning Petrino’s playbook
LUCAS AULBACH
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

For some WKU upperclassmen, switching playbooks
can be compared to changing
majors — the Toppers are relearning how to run an entirely
new offense under new coach
Bobby Petrino after running
former coach Willie Taggart’s
offense for the past three seasons.
Some are starting to pick up
the signals at practice, while
others continue to struggle.
Sophomore wide receiver
Austin Aikens said learning the
new offense is a slow process.
“It’s a lot different than last
years — a lot bigger playbook,
we’ve got a different coach
who has been to the next level
and now he is coaching us. It’s

TRACK
CONTINUED FROM SPORTS
Mid-American
Conference,
Conference USA and Ohio Valley Conference visiting, coach
Erik Jenkins said the meet is a
good chance for WKU to gauge
its progress.
“This weekend poses a great
chance for us to keep building
off where we are in the season,”
he said.
The same train of thought
was echoed by women’s distance coach Michelle Scott,
who is still searching for the
best formula for success.
She said she plans on switching the women’s runners’
events this weekend so that the
shorter distance sprinters will
compete in the longer events
and vice versa. This will give
her a better idea moving forward on what events work best
for each athlete.
“We are still in the training
phase of the season, trying to
figure out who is best at what
as far as scoring at meets,” Scott
said.

a lot different, but it has been a
continuing process.”
Junior receiver Willie McNeal
was on the field for two seasons under coach Taggart.
He said it’s been difficult
picking up the new playbook
in such a short amount of time,
but he thinks WKU will master
the new offense in time for the
start of the season.
“Coach told us that’s how
it’s going to be,” McNeal said.
“You’ve just got to keep working and keep grinding. It’s
nothing we didn’t expect.”
Thomas building offense brick
by brick
First-year wide receivers
coach Lamar Thomas understands what goes in to learning

Another concern echoed by
the coaching staff is the importance of staying focused on the
Sun Belt Conference.
“We don’t want to peak too
early,” Scott said. “Ideally, you
want to be running your best
races at the end of the season,
not in the middle.”
Duncan is also in the process
of learning where her squad
stands after dealing with turnover from the start of the season.
“I had a couple girls transfer
at the beginning of this semester, so the first events I have
ever seen them throw was not
even a month ago,” she said.
“Their development since then
has been extremely strong, and
I expect better results from my
group as a whole. I fully believe
they will be ready to go a month
from now.”
The action this weekend
kicks off 9 a.m. Saturday morning. The squads will travel to
Vanderbilt the following weekend for the Vanderbilt Invitational, although sprinters
Joseph Chebet and David Mokone will travel to Walnut, California for the Mt. SAC relays.

a new offense.
He made a career out of figuring out offensive playbooks
— first at the University of Miami, then in eight seasons in
the NFL with the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers and Miami Dolphins.
Thomas said spring practice
is reserved for building the
foundation of the offense before the Toppers perfect what
they’ve learned over the summer before the season starts.
“It’s like building a house,”
Thomas said. “We practice the
stance at start. We practice the
small things that you would
maybe see in little league or
high school, because we want
to build that foundation to
build this beautiful house that
we think we’re going to build

here.”
Thomas said he’s been
pleased with what he’s seen
from his end so far, citing wide
receivers like McNeal, Aikens
and junior Boe Brand as guys
that have stuck out to him
early.
He said he expects to see
more improvement once that
foundation is laid.
“Everything is going fast for
them, but once the game slows
down, they’re going to be fine,”
Thomas said.
Quanterus Smith visiting NFL
teams
Former WKU defensive end
Quanterus Smith might not
have hit the field on WKU’s
pro day, but that’s not stopping

RECEIVERS
CONTINUED FROM SPORTS
“Everybody knows it’s an open field,” McNeal said Wednesday. “Ain’t no starting spots
— it’s a clean sheet, so everybody’s trying to
get that starting spot.”
Topper receivers looking to improve have a
good model to learn from.
Wide receivers coach Lamar Thomas
played and caught passes at the University
of Miami from 1988-92, winning two national championships and finishing with the
school record in career receptions. He went
on to play in the NFL for eight seasons.
Thomas said the practices he and the
coaching staff run are very similar to those
he saw in his time in the NFL.
“This is what you see in the League — very
fast-paced,” he said. “We teach. We learn.
Then we go out and execute it.”
Thomas, in his first season on the WKU
coaching staff, is spending the spring identifying what kind of weapons he’ll have at his
disposal next season.
He said figuring out the strengths and
weaknesses of the different Topper receivers
is an ongoing process.
“Every day is an evaluation process, and we
are putting them in certain positions,” Thomas said. “We aren’t trying to out-scheme our
defense, we want to see who can make the
plays when the opportunity arises.”

him from getting looks from
NFL teams.
Smith, a sack artist who recorded 12.5 sacks in 10 games
last season, has been off the
field since tearing his anterior
cruciate ligament in a Nov. 17
game against Louisiana-Lafayette.
Smith was a force on the defensive line for WKU last season, with 28 tackles, 18.5 tackles for a loss, and three forced
fumbles.
The 6-foot-5-inch pass-rusher has visited with the Philadelphia Eagles and is scheduled to visit with the New York
Giants this weekend, according to a report on NFL.com.
The NFL Draft will begin on
April 25 and finish up on April
27.

While McNeal was the standout last season, sophomore wide receiver Austin Aikens
could be poised for a breakout this year.
Aikens hauled in just eight passes in his
freshman year last season, but led the team
in yards per catch with an
average of 27 yards per reception.
The sophomore said he and the other receivers have learned to pay attention when
coach Thomas is giving directions, thanks in
part to his NFL experience.
“Every time he gets up to speak we have to
make sure that we listen to him, because he’s
been there,” Aikens said. “He knows what’s
expected and everything that we have to do.”
The difficulties in learning an entirely new
playbook have saddled every position group
at WKU this offseason.
The wide receivers, however, have the added motivation of becoming a bigger part of
the offense than they were a year ago.
Aikens said he’s looking forward to having
more chances to prove himself this season.
“Last year wasn’t really a passing offense,”
he said. “This year we are going to be slinging
the ball left and right, so it is pretty exciting.”
Thomas said his receivers should embrace
their new, bigger role.
“We came here, and it is a whole different offense for them,” he said. “A lot of these
guys, last year, they blocked a lot. They ran
the ball a lot, and now you have a passing offense. I think they are looking forward to the
challenge.”
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Receivers prepare
for bigger role in
offense in 2013

tops in the state

LUCAS AULBACH
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

At times last season, the wide receivers
played second fiddle in WKU’s passing offense. Just one receiver averaged over one
catch per game at the end of the year.
This season, the first under coach Bobby
Petrino and an entirely new coaching staff,
could be a different story.
Wide receivers were responsible for just 90
of WKU’s total of 213 completed passes last
year. Tight ends and running backs pulled in
the majority of quarterback Kawaun Jakes’
throws.
Petrino’s offense uses receivers as the primary pass-catchers, meaning WKU’s receivers are preparing for a much larger role in the
offense this year.
Junior Willie McNeal was the standout at receiver last season, hauling in 43 catches and a
team-high six touchdown receptions.
McNeal said he’s seen his fellow pass-catchers step up in the first three weeks of practice
in hopes of securing a coveted starting spot in
August.
SEE RECEIVERS PAGE 9

TRACK AND FIELD

Track squads host
Hilltopper Relays
this weekend
JONAH PHILLIPS
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

The track and field squads have a rare opportunity to win at home this weekend as
WKU hosts the Hilltopper Relays at the WKU
Track and Field Complex.
The Toppers are coming off a busy week,
competing in both Florida and Louisville,
but look for this weekend as a good chance
to showcase their skills to fans and family as
well as to prepare for the four-week stretch
standing between them and the Sun Belt
Conference Outdoor Track and Field Championships.
Throws coach Ashley Duncan said WKU
welcomes the chance to compete in Bowling
Green.
“Any time you have an opportunity to compete at home, it’s an opportunity to showcase
what you have going on, and the athletes feel
the same way,” Duncan said.
With teams from the Sun Belt Conference,
SEE TRACK PAGE 9

Senior catcher Devin Kelley (right) and graduate assistant Casey Dykes celebrate after the Toppers beat Louisville
6-5 at Bowling Green Ballpark on Tuesday. JABIN BOTSFORD/HERALD

WKU looks ahead after
wins over U of L, UK
LUCAS AULBACH
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

For a team that went 25-33 last season, few expected to see WKU tied with
Florida Atlantic at the top of the Sun
Belt Conference come April.
Coach Matt Myers, though, said anyone paying attention last year could
have seen improvement coming.
The Toppers were ravaged by injuries
last season, including losing opening
weekend starting pitcher Tanner Perkins. Myers said the improved depth
from last season has spelled success for
WKU (18-15, 8-4 SBC) this year.
“I think the guys are older and more
confident,” the coach said. “They’re
better, and they’ve had more success
early on.”
The success has come on both sides
of the ball.
The Toppers have ridden a promising
pitching staff that ranks No. 2 in the Sun
Belt in team ERA as well as the strong
bat of senior infielder Ryan Huck, currently sixth in the NCAA in home runs
with 10 on the year.
Myers said the most impressive part
of Huck’s season is the fact that he’s
stayed consistent at the plate all year,
even against top competition.
“He’s doing it against good pitching —
it’s not against down-the-line guys,” he

said. “Week in and week out, he gets a
big home run or a big double off a bigtime guy on the opposing team.”
Anyone questioning how far the team
has come since last season had a good
chance Tuesday night, when the Toppers beat No. 8 Louisville 6-5 at Bowling
Green Ballpark.
It was a close game — WKU earned
the win with two outs in the bottom of
the ninth as a single from junior infielder Regan Flaherty drove in the winning
run. It was the second time the Toppers
beat a top-10 team this season after
topping No. 8 Kentucky back in March.
Myers said his team responded to the
win by looking ahead to this weekend’s
series against Troy.
“All we talked about yesterday at practice was great job of taking care of Louisville and being resilient and doing the
things we needed to win, but now it’s
two days to prepare for Troy,” he said.
“Louisville’s gone. That game’s over and
you’ve got to lock in Friday night, because Troy’s coming here to beat you.”
Troy (23-9, 7-5 SBC) will be an important test at home for the Toppers. WKU
will face the Trojans three times at Nick
Denes Field — Friday at 6 p.m., Saturday at 3 p.m. and Sunday at 1 p.m.
The Trojans are currently a game
behind WKU and Florida Atlantic for
SEE BASEBALL PAGE 8

SOFTBALL

Cruce getting all kinds of hits for WKU this year
KYLE WILLIAMS
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

An average collegiate softball
ranges from 11 to 12 inches in circumference and about six to seven
ounces in weight. Picture yourself
letting one clobber you at about 50
to 60 miles per hour.
This is just another day in the life
of a softball player.
WKU sophomore infielder Preslie Cruce said she still has a knot
on her wrist from being hit when
the Lady Toppers took on Louisiana-Lafayette over a month ago.
“I don’t even think anything
about it,” Cruce said.
In just her second season playing
for the Lady Toppers, Cruce has already broken the all-time record
for hits-by-pitch at WKU.
Cruce tied the previous record of
25, set by Laura Smith in the 201112 season, in the third game of the
year against Lipscomb.
It took the Alabama native just
62 games to tie the record, as she

started all 59 games as a freshman.
Cruce went on to break the record three games later in a win
against Western Michigan. She has
totaled 37 career hits-by-pitch, 13
of them coming this season.
Coach Tyra Perry said Cruce’s
early progression has already solidified her as a leader on the team.
“Preslie is a great player,” Perry said. “Just a great kid to be
around…she just expects to do
well and wants to help the team
so much. That’s actually what really drives her…I can’t say enough
about Preslie Cruce.”
Cruce started playing at a young
age and although she throws righthanded, she switched to batting
left-handed once she started fast
pitch softball.
Cruce said the change allowed
her to draw more hits by pitch.
“Once I switched to left-handed,
I don’t get out of the way as quick,”
Cruce said. “So it just hits me. I
SEE CRUCE PAGE 8

Sophomore infielder Preslie Cruce avoids a pitch from a Samford pitcher during their game
Wednesday night. Cruce has set a WKU record for being hit by pitches in a career. KATIE
MCLEAN/HERALD

